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Discover ancient cities and find out how human beings have evolved. Meet experts who have

changed our view of the world. Archaeologists combine science with world travel, all in search of

answers to the question, Who are we? Every book in the SCIENTISTS IN ACTION! series takes you

on a journey where science and adventure meet. Science is not just for the classroom or the labits a

living, breathing, exciting part of our world today. Throw off the lab coat and get out and do some

science! Each title in this series contains color photos, insider quotes from real scientists in the field,

recent news items highlighting the excitement of each field, and back matter including: an index,

further reading lists for books and internet resources, and a series glossary. Mason Crests editorial

team has placed Key Icons to Look for throughout the books in this series in an effort to encourage

library readers to build knowledge, gain awareness, explore possibilities and expand their

viewpoints through our content rich non-fiction books. Key Icons are as follows: Words to

Understand are shown at the front of each chapter with definitions. These words are then used in

the prose throughout that chapter, and are emboldened, so that the reader is able to reference back

to the definitions- building their vocabulary and enhancing their reading comprehension. Sidebars

are highlighted graphics with content rich material within that allows readers to build knowledge and

broaden their perspectives by weaving together additional information to provide realistic and

holistic perspectives. Text Dependent Questions are placed at the end of each chapter. They

challenge the readers comprehension of the chapter they have just read, while sending the reader

back to the text for more careful attention to the evidence presented there. Research
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Gr 5-9-This informative set immerses students in various STEM-related careers, both familiar and

lesser-known. After a preliminary "Action!" chapter introduces readers to the field, each volume

subsequently and thoroughly addresses educational requirements ("The Scientists and Their

Science"), equipment ("Tools of the Trade"), and examples ("Tales from the Field" and "Scientists in

the News"). Text-dependent questions and critical thinking activities conclude each chapter. The

scientists are depicted as real-life superheroes, and their prowess is reflected in the graphics, which

include comic book lettering and sidebars in the shape of speech bubbles. Although rich in content

and design, the series is not without fault: a few incorrect examples-it was Louis Leakey, not

Richard, whose illness resulted in his wife's solo outing and subsequent discovery of a hominid skull

fragment; the goldsmith in the Archimedes gold crown myth tried to pass silver off as gold, not

"some of the gold off as silver"-mar the set. VERDICT Despite a few blemishes, this is first-rate

nonfiction for educational or recreational reading.Î±(c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a

wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.
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